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Bible Study Live 
The Power of Patience  
 
Your Delay Is Not Your Destiny 
Read Hebrews 10:36 – 39  
 
The Chinese bamboo tree has to be watered and fertilized for 5 years before it ever appears from the 
ground; then within five weeks it grows over 90 feet tall! The question is does it take 5 weeks or 5 years 
to grow the bamboo tree? The real answer is it takes patience! By faith we understand that even when 
we cannot see the effects of our faith in God, we still believe that things are changing and the promise is 
coming- even though we can’t see it! – Wait on the Lord and be of good courage!  
 
QUESTIONS: According to Hebrews 10:36, after we have trusted God completely, what is an important 
virtue we need to possesses to insure our victory? While the righteous are waiting on the promise, what 
are they to live by? Why would “drawing back” from our faith walk displease God?  
 
The Preserving Power of Patience  
Read: Luke 21:19 
 
Life is full of unwanted waits. – barbershops, grocery store checkouts, doctor’s offices, department of 
motor vehicles- at restaurants, gas stations, Starbucks, in traffic, waiting for test results.. on and on the 
list goes! Perhaps part of our issue with waiting has to do with the fact that our society has become 
addicted to instant gratification; and no one wants to be inconvenienced with having to wait on much of 
anything. So, for many, patience is no longer seen as a virtue but rather it is seen as an inconvenience.  
 
One of my pet peeves is having to wait behind a car at a stoplight after the light has turned green! A few 
years ago I experienced this and I was tempted to go into the other lane to pass the car that was just 
sitting there when suddenly a dump truck blew through the light! Apparently, the waiting driver ahead 
of me saw something coming that I could not see! One translation of Luke 21:19 says “by standing firm 
you shall preserve life.” This translation certainly applies to my experience at that intersection as the 
dump truck ran through the red light! QUESTION: How might God use the power of patience to save us?  
 
Welcome To God’s Process 
Read Psalms 27:14 
 
The message that Jesus is sending us in Luke 21:19  is meant to remind all of us that much of what we 
experience in our Christian journey is accomplished through process- and God’s process cannot be 
rushed! I guess one of my problems with working with God’s process is that I’m pretty much in a hurry 
and God is not!  QUESTION: If we become tired or weaken during our season of waiting according to 
Psalms 27:14 what can we expect God to do for us? This would imply that the mere fact that we have 
not collapsed from physical and emotional exhaustion makes us a living testimony to the preserving 
power of God! We know God is still with us while we are sitting in his divine waiting room because he 
keeps sending us more and more strength to endure the process!  
 
One Man’s Unusual Process  
Read: Mark 8:22 – 26 
The story that emerges from this text here in Mark’s gospel is one that is both unusual and informative. 
Unusual, because it is the only recorded miracle that Jesus ever performed that was progressive in 
nature. That is to say that this miracle of restoring the blind man’s sight wasn’t brought about all at 
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once. Likewise, this story in Mark’s gospel is informative because here we learn that Jesus’ miracle 
working power is not tied to any specific method or strategy. 
 
In Luke 10:26 when Jesus addressed the case of Blind Bartimaeus – Jesus just spoke the words “your 
faith as made you whole!” and instantly Bartimaeus received his sight.  And in St. John 9:7, Jesus 
anointed this blind man’s eyes and told him go wash in the pool of Siloam; and instantly he received his 
sight! QUESTION: How was the experience the blind man in Mark 8:22 so different? It would appear that 
this man’s sight improved from the very first time Jesus touched him, but only when the process was 
completed did his vision return completely.  
 
We Know God Is Able – So what’s the hold up? 
READ: James 1: 3 – 4, Psalms 23:3, Daniel 10: 12 – 14  
 
Scripture proves that Jesus certainly has the ability to bring about instant miracles, so why didn’t he 
choose to provide this poor blind man an instant miracle? And why are we often provided seats in God’s 
waiting room tarrying for his promises? As I thought over this question, the Spirit moved me to these 
responses: 
 
Some blessings are delayed to expose us to more of God 
Read:  James 1:3-4 
 
One of my biggest problems is that often I am in a hurry but God isn’t! For the Christian, our trials and 
troubles provide the stage for God to show how real he really is!  In our time of waiting God is put on 
display in our lives to demonstrate to ourselves and to others what a magnificent keeper He really is! 
Some medications are time-released. If all the medicine was released into your body at the same time it 
would cause more harm than good! Some blessings are time released. God has an appointed time for 
our blessings to be manifested in their fullness and in their totality.  
 
Some blessings are delayed to develop our dependence on God 
Read: Ps 23:3 
 
To be restores means that something must have been broken.  Often we are waiting for God to come 
and “fix” something in our life. We want God to hurry up and fix that which is broken but the restoration 
process takes time. Remember that the surgeon’s healing process begins the moment the surgeon 
removes the tumor and sets the bone. Keep in the mind that the healing began instantaneously but full 
restoration is a process. The delayed blessings allowed this blind man to tarry a little longer in the 
presence of Jesus. 
 
Some Blessings are delayed to shift our priorities 
Read Genesis 15:1 
 
In reality we should read Genesis chapter 12 – 15; because this would better explain what the bible 
meant by the words “After these things…” So in a nutshell, what were “these things?” These things 
included Abram; fighting a war against ungodly kings, winning the gaining all of the treasure, returning 
the treasures to the kings (so the king could never say he had made Abram rich), and paying tithes to  
Melchizedek (a figure of Jesus Christ). After Abram had one the battles he had every right to keep the 
spoils as his own, but he chose to relinquish his worldly gain and simply honor God. To this act God 
replies to Abram.. “Fear not, Abram: I am thy shield, and thy exceeding great reward.” God wanted 
Abram and all of us  to understand that the greatest blessing God could ever give us is himself! 
 


